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Introduction

A great advance in understanding mechanosensing and
mechanotransduction of bone tissue has occurred in the past
years. However, a clear answer is yet to come. There is plentiful
evidence that most cells in human body are able to sense their
mechanical environment, including osteoblasts and osteocytes.
Li et al. found that marrow stromal cells change their prolifer-
ation rate and gene expression patterns in response to mechan-
ical stimulation1. Ehrlich and Lanyon mention that osteocytes
produce significantly higher levels of PGE2 (prostaglandin E2)
and PGI2 (prostacylin) than osteoblasts and in vivo inhibition
of prostaglandins prevents bone adaptation in response to me-
chanical strains2. Further, nitric oxide NO is also a mediator of
mechanically induced bone formation. It is released, similarly,

as prostanoids, in higher levels after exposure to physiological
levels of mechanical loading. Moreover, Rubin discovered that
dynamic loading down-regulates osteoclastic formation3 (more
precisely, the strained bone cell downregulates its expression
of RANKL4), which suggests that mechanical forces play an
important role in bone adaptation process.

Candidate mechanoreceptors within a cell are stretch-acti-
vated channels, integrins (membrane spanning proteins that
couple the cell to its extracellular environment), connexins
(membrane spanning proteins that form channels that allow
the direct exchange of small molecules with adjacent cells -
including intercellular communication via gap junctions), and
membrane structure5. Nowadays, there is also a completely
different possible explanation for transformation mechanical
signal into a biochemical function. Valle et al. explain in their
review that only a proper mechanical loading may lead to ex-
posure of binding sites and thus enabling further biochemical
processes to proceed6. Most probably multiple mechanosen-
sors are involved in receiving mechanical signals. Moreover,
there are other studies showing the importance of many other
mechanisms beside those mentioned above7,8.

On tissue level, it is clear that mechanical loading is impor-
tant in the bone remodelling process. Heřt described an inter-
action between the mechanical stimulation of local cells and
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the bone adaptation process in the 1970s9, Frost observed the
same behaviour in his clinical praxis and summed it up in his
“Utah paradigm”10,11. More recently, the fundamental impor-
tance of dynamic loading was accepted. Comparison of the
static versus the dynamic loading effects on bone remodelling
is given in a nice and inspectional review by Ehrlich and
Lanyon2. Further, Robling provides experimental results that
confirm the essential importance of the dynamic loading12. It
is worth mentioning that Heřt referred to this fact in his obser-
vations more than 35 years ago9.

In the presented manuscript, the mechanical stimulation of
bone remodelling was simply assumed to be proportional to
rate of volume change (for details see reference 13). As it will
be seen from the features and results of the model, it seems to
capture the response of bone to changes of its mechanical en-
vironment on tissue level. Probably, the other ways of
mechanosensing are controlling the triggering of bone remod-
elling process in a given loci. We realize that biochemical re-
actions are initiated and influenced primarily by genetic effects
and then by external biomechanical effects (stress changes).
The aim of the presented thermodynamic model is to combine
biological and biomechanical factors whereas currently avail-
able models of bone remodelling focus only on one of these
factors which is actually the reason why this model was de-
veloped. It should provide an estimate of the effects of in-
creased physical activity on quality of bone even in several
disease states. Such a model may also reflect changes in re-
modelling behaviour resulting from pathological changes to
the bone metabolism or from hip joint replacement and also
may help for better assessment of the risk of osteoporosis-re-
lated fractures14. Preliminary version of the mentioned ap-
proach has been published by our team in the past15,16 but not
until this considerably improved version was the model appli-
cable to praxis (both qualitative and quantitative results).

Methods

Bone remodelling is a very complex mechanism. It is nec-
essary to make reasonable simplification to identify the essen-
tial control mechanisms. The presented model covers the
accepted crucial features17.

In this manuscript, several schemes for treating cellular in-
teractions (as interactions among mixtures of chemical sub-
stances) are proposed, which are commonly used in similar
problems18,19. In our model, individual components of bone are
substrates and products of biochemical interactions, whose
rates are determined by the difference in chemical potentials.
The affinity and chemical potential are (in simpler cases) pro-
portional to the logarithm of the molar concentration of the in-
volved substances20 as shown equation (6). This is actually a
modified version of the law of mass action with the additional
effect of dynamic loading on the interaction rates13. The law
of mass action is frequently used in modelling biological
processes19. However, it is only a simplified model that can be
justified by agreement between calculated data and clinical ob-
servations. From the submitted results, it can be seen that fea-

tures of the presented model are consistent with clinical and
experimental data.

Finding a reasonable description of bone remodelling

The only cells that resorb bone tissue are osteoclasts. They
are activated by fusing into a multinucleated complex. This in-
teraction forms a new substance, MNOC, by fusion of MCELL
in the presence of the essential cell-to-cell interaction, RR. This
can be described by the following Menten-Michaelis-like
mechanism, which is supported by the observation that
RANKL activates osteoclasts in a dose-dependent manner21, 

(1)

In this scheme RR describes the ligand-receptor bonds
(RANKL-RANK) between OB and MCELL (precursor of os-
teoclast) that enable formation of the multinucleated osteo-
clasts, MNOC, from mononuclear cells (MCELL). N4 is a
remaining product of reaction (1). The RANKL-RANK-OPG
chain is delegated in the presented model by the term RR -
RANKL-RANK, which is the outcome of the control mecha-
nism. However, the whole chain can be added through this
term because binding among the ligand, receptor, and decoy
receptor are much faster than the considered processes of bone
remodelling and thus, the RANKL-RANK-OPG kinetics may
be treated independently58. This presented model only treats
the necessary cell-to-cell interaction (mediated by RANKL-
RANK-OPG chain) for osteoclastogenesis.

It is assumed that bone decomposition can be characterised
by the following reaction scheme, 

(2)

where Old_B denotes old bone. During resorption, the osteo-
clasts release local factors, LF, (mainly growth factors) from
bone, which play a role in the activation of osteoblasts22. This
assumption is a simplification of a cascade of reactions, but it
is supported by the observations that are presented in the Re-
sults section. Moreover, it is supported by the observation that
the old bone concentration, which is actually the molar con-
centration of osteocytes present in the old bone tissue (see pa-
rameters setting for more detailed explanation), is a
dose-dependent function of the molar concentrations of the
bone resorbing agents, MNOC. Similarly, the molar concen-
tration of osteoclasts decreases as bone is resorbed because the
local factors such as TGF-β are released during resorption. Be-
cause TGF-β promotes osteoclast apoptosis23,24, it was ob-
served that bone resorption causes a decrease in MNOC.

Local factors released from the bone matrix activate osteo-
progenitor cells that proliferate and differentiate into os-
teoblasts OB, which secrete osteoid (nonmineralised bone -
organic part of bone tissue)22. Thus, the behaviour of os-
teoblasts at a specific site can be represented by reaction
schemes 

(3)

and

(4)

RR + MCELL        MNOC + N4˙

k±1

MNOC + Old_B        N6 + LF
k±2

LF + osteoprogenitor        OB + N10

k±3

OB + N11        Osteoid + N13

k±4
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where N10, N13 are remaining substrata. The first scheme (3)
represents OB formation of osteoblasts from osteoprogenitor
cells under the control of local factors. Secretion of osteoid
may be described by scheme (4), because osteoblasts, OB, sup-
ported with the needed substances, N11, secrete osteoid and
may become embedded in the newly formed bone tissue. This
supports the idea that osteoblast concentration decreases as os-
teoid is formed, as described by (4).

The longest timescale in the bone remodelling process per-
tains to mineralisation of the osteoid, which involves deposi-
tion of calcium and other minerals, N14, into matrix. The
ossification of osteoid (the primary ossification) into new bone
tissue after addition of appropriate substances, N14, may be
characterised by the following scheme, 

(5)

where New_B denotes a new bone formed by the remodelling
process and N16 is the residuum of the bone formation reaction.

Model formulation

Klika and Maršík showed that there is a coupling effect be-
tween mechanical loading and chemical interactions and that
it was necessary to treat dynamic loading as a stimulatory
mechanism. Moreover, they shown that chemical and mechan-
ical processes both facilitate one another and may play a trig-
gering role for the other coupled processes.

The interaction schemes (1)-(5) describe the essential
processes of bone remodelling. There are 16 substances in-
volved, which are noted as Ni, and their concentrations as [Ni];
ν́αi and are the stoichiometric coefficients of the mixture of
substances Ni entering and resulting from reaction α, respec-
tively. To obtain the time evolution of the molar concentrations
of these substances, the modified law of mass action (which
reduces to the standard form when rα=lαα Aα) was used13 with
the addition of inflow and outflow fluxes, Ji, 

(6)

(7)

where k+α and k-α are the forward and backward reaction rate
constants.

A system of 16 ODEs was obtained. If fluxes are assumed
to be constant in time, the existence of stationary solution de-
scribes the following relations among the substance concen-
trations, 
[RR] = B1 + [MCELL] (8)
[MNOC] = B3 - [MCELL] + [Old_B]
[N4] = B4 - [MCELL]
[N6] = B6 - [Old_B] - ([New_B] + [Osteoid] + [OB])
[LF] = B7 - [Old_B]
[osteoprogenitor] = B8 - ([New_B] + [Osteoid] + [OB])
[N10] = B10 + ([New_B] + [Osteoid] + [OB])
[N11] = B11 - ([New_B] + [Osteoid])

N14 + Osteoid         New_B + N16

k±5

[Ṅi] = Σ (ν´  - ν i) r  + Ji

5

=1α
α αα

r = l   A  + l   d(l) = k+  Π [Ni]   - α α α ααν

αν

ναi
α

n

i=1

-k-  Π [Ni]   - l   d(l) α
ναi

n

i=1

[N13] = B13 + ([New_B] + [Osteoid])
[N14] = B14 - [New_B]
[N16] = B16 + [New_B]

where Bi=βi [Bo] and [Bo] and βi are defined in section 3.
These eleven relations enable to decrease the number of inde-
pendent variables in the system of sixteen ODEs. Further, it
was assumed that the forward reaction is dominant in all con-
sidered reactions, which means k+α >>k-α. The last step is nor-
malisation by the factor l/(k+2[Bo]2). Finally, we obtain the
following system of dimensionless differential equations for
five independent variables, 

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

where index i specifies the substances, index α specifies the
reactions, βi is the sum of normalised initial molar concentra-
tions of relevant substances, δα relates to the interaction rate,
Dα describes the influence of dynamic loading on reactions, ni

is the normalised concentration of the i-th substance, and J3 is
a normalised outflow of MNOC (i.e., MNOC apoptosis) and
JNew_B is the normalised outflow of new bone New_B into old
bone Old_B (see equation (22) on this matter). Parameter val-
ues estimation as well as their interpretation is the topic of the
following section.

By solving these kinetic equations, the time evolution of
MCELL, Old_B, OB, Osteoid, and New_B concentrations can
be obtained.

Parameters setting

All of the parameters in this model are physically reasonable
and measurable. Unfortunately, we do not yet have enough ex-
perimental constraints for of all of them. However, we can pro-
vide reasonable estimates based on experiments and current
knowledge of the process. The first step was to determine the
parameters δα. Since ODEs (9)-(13) are in dimensionless form,
the parameters representing the interaction rates can be as-
signed from the ratios of these rates, 

[1]

where k+2 represent the interaction rate of the second reaction
scheme.

In the literature, it was noted that differentiation of MNOC
(reaction scheme (1)) lasted 4-7 days25 so 5 days was chosen

= -δ1 (β1+nMCELL)nMCELL + J3 + JNew_B - D1

dnMCELL 
dτ

= - (β3 - nMCELL + nΟld_B)nΟld_B - D2 + JNew_B

dnΟld_B 
dτ

= δ3 (β6 - nΟld_B - (nΟB + nΟsteoid + nNew_B)) ·
dnΟB 

dτ

·(β8 - (nΟB + nΟsteoid + nNew_B)) -

-δ4 (β11 - (nΟsteoid + nNew B)nΟB ) + D3 - D4

= δ4 (β11 - (nΟsteoid + nNew_B))nΟB -
dnΟsteoid 

dτ
-δ5 (β14- nNew_B)nΟsteoid + D4 - D5

= δ5 (β14 - nNew_B)nΟsteoid - JNew_B + D5

dnNew_B 
dτ

k+  
α α

k+2  

δ = 
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for this parameter. Resorption carried out by MNOC (the sec-
ond reaction scheme (2)) was found to last 20 days12. Further,
the reversal phase (the third reaction scheme (3)) was found
to take 9-10 days12,22. Osteoid production by OB, which is the
slowest process in bone remodelling, was found to last 90-140
days12,22. Consecutive mineralisation is nearly an indefinite
process, but primary ossification, which completes the forma-
tion of new bone from osteoid, has a timescale similar to os-
teoid formation26. In summary, the parameters δα are 

To further constrain the parameters, estimates of the resorp-
tion rate of bone (Old_B) are required. Kanehisa27 found that
a single MNOC resorbs 43 μm3 to 1225 μm3 of bone per hour
with a mean value of 390 μm3/hr, which was the value used.
To obtain the total resorption rate in bone, an estimation of the
total active MNOC in the body was needed. In a typical BMU
(basic multicellular unit28,29) there are nine MNOC “at the
front” of the cutting cone and approximately 2000 OBs at the
end30. These quantities for MNOC, in BMU, may be verified
by Eriksen’s observation that the typical osteoclast (MNOC)
diameter is 50 μm31. Thus, 9 or 10 MNOCs fill the front line
of the “cutting cone”29 with diameters of 200-250 μm. Further,
Manolagas states that 1 million BMU operate at any moment
in the body32. If we use these data, the resorption in the human
body per hour is 

390 · 9 · 106 μm3/h ≅ 3.5 mm3/h (14)
In other words, the entire skeleton, which has a volume of

33, would be resorbed in 1.75 106/3.5 = 5 105h ≅ 57 years. In
contrast, it is often stated that the skeleton remodels once every
5-7 years. From this observation it is apparent that the assertion
of Manolagas should be modified to state that approximately
107 BMU operate at any moment in the body rather than 106.

Now it is possible to determine the molar concentration of
MNOC, OB, and Old_B in human bone as 

(15)

(16)

where NA represents Avogadro’s number. The fact that ODEs
(9)-(13) describe the bone remodelling process in dimension-
less form is useful for mathematical analysis. One conse-
quence is that all of the concentrations are normalised relative
to the concentration of bone tissue - osteocytes. It is often
stated that MNOC and OB comprise around of cells in human
bone. Robling has stated that the ratio of [OCy] to
([OB]+[MNOC]) is around 2012, which also supports our as-
sertion that [OCy] is a determining factor for bone tissue con-
centration, and this information yields a useful constraint (20
([OB]+[MNOC]) = [OCy]). In this model [Old_B] = [OCy].

k+1  

k+2  

δ1 = 
T2  

T1  

= = 4 

= 2 

20days 

5days  
=~

~k+3  

k+2  

δ3 = 
T2  

T3  

= 
20days 

9-10days  

=

= δ5 ~k+4  

k+2  

δ4 = 
T2  

T4  

= 
1  

7  

= 
20days 

140days  

=

9 107
  

NA

[MNOC] = 
1  

1.75
= 

107 
 

NA

mol  

l
mol  

l= 5.14 ~

2000 107
  

NA  

= 
1  

1.75  

1010 
 

NA 

mol  

l  

mol  

l  
= 1.1 ~

This definition is equivalent to the assumption that the density
of bone tissue ρ is proportional to the number of OCy in given
volume, or that the molar concentration of OCy is constant in
tissue; the amount of bone tissue in a given volume determines
the local bone density.

A correct estimation of reaction rate, k+2, is crucial for find-
ing a relation between the real time, t, and the dimensionless
reduced time, τ=t k+2[Bo], where [Bo] is the initial concentra-
tion of bone tissue ([Bo] = [Old_B0]+[New_B0]). From the
second reaction (2), 

(17)

where [Old_B0] and [Old_B] are the concentrations of bone at
t=Δt and t=t, respectively. To set k+2, the concentration change
of old bone caused by MNOC needs to be calculated. It was
determined that a single MNOC dissolves an average of 390
μm3/h of bone tissue. Since 

we have 

(18)

which implies that there is approximately one OCy per 5000
μm3. To verify this number, as well as the previous estimates,
the average distance between OCy can be calculated by

,

which is consistent with Sugawara’s observation of 24.1±2.8 μm34.
In summary, one MNOC dissolves 3.9 102·2 10-4= 7.8 10-2 of OCy

per hour, or 

per second. Without loss of generality, it can further be as-
sumed that this rate is independent of the MNOC concentra-
tion because it is noncompeting. Finally, the rate of change of
[Old_B] is given by (using equation (15)), 

and thus, the value of k+2 should satisfy the expression (using
relation (17)), 

By solving the last equation, one obtains 

(19)

Interestingly, this value also could have been inferred by as-
suming that OCy were located so that they are ‘tuned’ together to

[Old_B]
[Old_B0]

= exp (-k+2 [MNOC] Δt)

[Old_B] = [OCy] = 20[OB]~

1010
  

NA  

[Old_B] = 22  
1

NA 

mol  

l  

mol  

μm3
  

= 2.210-4

=~dist =    5000 -   3     5000    17 - 29 μm  
3 33

7.8 10-2
  

3.6 103 = 2.17 10-5  OCy

Δ[ΟCy]  

ls  

Δ[Old_B]
Δt = ls

1.12 103

NA 

mol  

ls
=

5.14 107 · 2.17 10-5

NA
= =~

[Old_B]
[Old_B0]

ΝΑ

ΝΑ

5.1
109

[Old_B0] - Δ[Old_B]
[Old_B0]

= =

= =
22 1010 - 1.12 103

22 1010

5.14 107 -k+2 · 

ΝΑ

ΝΑ

n!
= ≈ exp (-k+2 ·                ) =

5.14 107

≈ 1 - k+2 ·  ·

5.14 107

ΝΑ

= 1 - 

Σ
( )∞

n=0

n

5.1 

5.14  

k+2 = 
lNA

1016
  mol · s  

= 6.0 107~ ·
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communicate. The speed of sound propagation in bone is around
2900 m/s35 and the typical distance between OCy is 20 μm, which
corresponds to λ/2, and yields 

Since the concentration changes in time are proportional to
the concentration with the rate coefficient k+α, it holds that 

(20)

It is noted that is the characteristic time and, from (20), that

, which is consistent with the

previous estimate. It would be interesting to test the second
hypothesis by observing if the distance between OCy is crucial
for proper mechanosensing and bone adaptation.

Knowledge of k+2 allows for the relation between the com-
putational time, τ, and real time, t, to be determined as, 

It is useful to note values of τ that are equivalent to 1 day
and to the duration of the bone remodelling cycle
(5d+20d+9d+140d+140d≈315d)

τday = 2.2 10-5 · 24 · (60)2 =~ 1.9     (21)
τBR = τday · 315 = 598.5

Bone remodelling creates a new bone after 315 days by re-
placing old bone tissue. This new bone tissue, as it is called, is
merely regular bone tissue that has been recently formed, and
has reduced mineral content since the secondary ossification
has not yet begun. Nevertheless, it can be remodelled if needed.
This model has the same features; it creates new bone tissue
that is transformed into Old_B. This transformation is realized
by fluxes of particular substances, namely the outflow of
New_B (JNew_B) and the inflow of Old_B (JOld_B). In this model, 

JOld_B = JNew_B (22)
which guarantees that one mol of New_B is changed into one
mol of Old_B. Henceforth, Old_B may simply be referred to
as Bone and New_B as formation index because the formed
new bone New_B transforms into old bone, which represents
total amount of bone. This allows for JOld_B to be calculated. It
was concluded that one MNOC resorbs 390 μm3/h and in the
entire skeleton there are 9 107 MNOCs, which implies that
3.51010 μm3/h= 35 mm3/h of bone tissue is removed. Because
bone tissue is mostly in equilibrium (resorption is balanced
with formation), it may be assumed that equivalent amounts
of bone are produced and resorbed, 

and thus, the amount of bone resorbed per second is 

2900 m/s 

2 · 20 10-6 m
f  = T  = 10-7 s⇒

2π
f

8π
29

=

= -k+   c exp (-k+   t) ⇒dc
dt

c(t)
c0

=α α

1 

k+α

k+  ~   

1
Τ

29
8π= 107 1.15 107

α ~ =~

τ = k+2 [Bo]t = 6.0 107 ·  
22 1010

NA
t = 2.2 10-5 t~

d
dt

=~JOld_B = resorbtion terms = 35 mm3/h    107 μm3/s,

[Old_B] =resorbtion terms - JOld_B = 0
equilib

⇓

Δ#Old_B
Δt

 = 107 · 2.2 10-4/NA = 2.2 103/NA mol · s-1

where equation (18) was used. When considering that the skele-
ton has a typical volume of 1.75l, it may be concluded that 

(23)

(24)

Bone remodelling is a long process. Participating cells must
be replaced several times. This fact is exploited by the body
itself as a control mechanism, for example when estrogen pro-
motes osteoclast apoptosis30. The apoptosis of MNOC plays a
substantial role since its mean life in vivo is 3 days36. Using
this knowledge, we may determine J3 (=negative flux of
MNOC=MNOC apoptosis) similarly to (23) as 

Another family of parameters, βi, can be determined by the
following sum of normalised initial concentrations, 

where the relation between OB and OCy was used, and it was
assumed that the remaining product (N6) and osteoid are not pres-
ent in the volume where bone remodelling initiates. Similarly, 

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

The last group of parameters, Dα, describes the effect of dy-
namic loading on the rate of reactions as 

(30)

where equation (30) follows from the law of mass action (6),

the linear relation (see 13) between reaction

rate and mechanical loading was used and the denominator is
the factor that transformed the ODEs into dimensionless form
(9)-(13).

As equation (30) shows, the influence of mechanical loading
on each reaction scheme, lαν, must be determined. The unknown
parameters lαν were calculated from the solution to the constraint
extremum problem such that the effects of mechanical loading

Δ[Old_B]
Δt

2.2 103

1.75/NA

 = 1.25 103

NA

mol
l · s

 =  = JOld_B

=~JOld_B = JOld_B ·⇓ 1
k+2 [Bo]2 

2.6 10-4

decrease of [MNOC]/s = = =

⇓

J3

JNew_B

#MNOC
volume · time

9 107

1.75l · 3 · 24h 
2.0 102
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1.25 103= =·2 102

NA

mol
l · s

4
25

NA

β6 = [Old_B0] + [New_B0] + [Osteoid0] + [OB0]
Bo = [Old_B0] + [New_B0]

[Osteoid0] + [OB0] + [N60]
[Old_B0]

0 + 1/20[Old_B0] + 0
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+
[N60]
[Bo] =~
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=

β1 = [RR0] - [MCELL0]
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β11 = [New_B0] + [Osteoid0] + [N110]
[Bo]

=1

β14 = [New_B0] + [N140]
[Bo]

=
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matched the observations, namely ρ ∈ (0.1 g cm-3, 2.0 g cm-3)37.
This implies that ρmax/ρmin = ρcort,max/ρspongy,min = 20. This assump-
tion is supported by the work of the Hedgecock38, who noticed
that the number of apoptotic osteocytes in bone was linearly pro-
portional to the number of osteons in a given volume of human
bone. Since the ratio of apoptotic osteocytes is approximately
constant at 10% of osteocytes38, we may conclude that osteon
density is linearly proportional to osteocyte density. Moreover,
the positivity of the stationary solution (and the terms in the
square roots of equations (B.1)) is guaranteed by satisfying con-
straints on the parameters. However, the condition guaranteeing
the positivity of is rather complex and is treated sepa-
rately. The last two constraints ensure the correct number of cells
in the model results (see above), namely [MNOC]/[OB] = 1/220
and [OB] = 4.5% of bone cells. Since the results are in nor-
malised concentrations, all molar concentrations of bone cells,
OCy, OB, MNOC, will have the correct values.

To summarise, Dα are calculated from the following ex-
tremum problem: 

(31)

with constraints:

(32)

(33)

and under the condition that all concentrations are positive. It is
known that spongy bone experiences smaller deformations/strains
and cortical bone provides weight-bearing support on the outer

α
min |[OB]% - 4.5%|

D

ρmax 

ρmin
= 20

[MNOC]% = 0.023% ⇔
OB

[MNOC]
= 220

2000
9

≅

nNew_B 

cortex. These facts were used to set lαν such that the maximal den-
sity(found in cortical bone - the properly loaded case) and the
minimal apparent density (found in spongy bone - the unloaded
case) in the stationary state satisfied the relations 

which yield the correct range for apparent bone density37,39.
Equation (31) ensures that the percentage of osteoblasts ΟΒ
in the stationary state will be and relation (33) ensures the cor-
rect MNOC percentage.

In addition to the fact that the stationary concentrations are
positive, the parameters lαν that solve the aforementioned ex-
tremum problem also guarantee that the concentrations remain
positive for all time, t>0, and are listed in appendix A.

Results

As discussed in section 3, all of the concentrations of sub-
stances Ni are positive for all time t>0. This crucial condition
needs to be satisfied for every model that is based on a bio-
chemical description.

The differential equations (9)-(13) have been solved numer-
ically. To illustrate the predicted response of bone remodelling
to various stimuli, the results for several loading cases were
calculated and were plotted in phase space, which appear in
Figure 1. It can be seen that the stationary state bone density
(proportional to sum of Old_B and New_B) increases with in-
creasing stimuli (higher loading case). More precisely, this
ratio is 20 as the input criteria dictate (32). The case with the

ρmax 

ρmin

ρcort, max 

ρspongy, min
=

2.0 g/cm3

0.1 g/cm3= =ρ = ρ(d(1))  ⇒  20

Figure 1. The evolution of the old bone and new bone concentrations in phase space under various loading conditions. The positivity of [Old_B]
and [New_B] can be seen. Furthermore, as the stimuli rises (higher loading case), the bone density (proportional to the sum of [Old_B] and
[New_B]) in the stationary state increases proportionally.
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highest bone density resulted from the greatest stimuli found
in bone, 3000 με12. The bone density decreases with decreasing
mechanical stimulus. In the absence of stimuli, biochemical
factors prevail and the bone density does not drop to zero.

It is useful to consider the normalised density values in the
stationary state as a function of dynamic loading, which ap-
pears in Figure 2. This provides a more condensed view of the
bone response to mechanical stimulation. Moreover, if the time
evolution is considered (Figure 3), it is noted that Old_B

reaches its stationary state in τOld_B≅30–50 and New_B in
τNew_B≅450–600. From (21), TOld_B≅16–26 days and TNew_B≅
237–316 days, which is in a very good agreement with current
knowledge about the duration of particular phases of bone re-
modelling (see section 3).

So far, only the influence of mechanical stimuli on bone re-
modelling was investigated. One great advantage of the pre-
sented model is that it allows for the influence of dynamic load
and biochemical changes to be investigated; one may observe

Figure 2. The Frost diagram predicted using this model. The values of normalised bone density as a function of dynamic loading in the stationary
state are plotted. Axis on right-hand-side shows probable bone density values (bone density is assumed to be proportional to the osteocyte con-
centration, OCy, in bone). 

Figure 3. (a) The predicted time evolution of [Old_B], which shows that resorption of old bone should stop after τ≅30-40, which is equal to
17-23 days and is consistent with the literature. (b) Time evolution of [New_B]. Similarly, it can be seen that the predicted time of new bone
formation is approx. 300-400 days. 
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the influence of various biochemical conditions under different
mechanical stimuli. Figure 4 (a) shows the effects of decreasing
of [RR0] (see relation (26) and reaction (1)) on the bone density.
Such a decrease may be caused by higher levels of osteoprote-
gerin (OPG), which inhibits the receptor-ligand interaction. It
is evident that a rise in OPG concentration will cause a growth
of bone tissue or, more precisely, a decrease in the resorption,
which leads to increased density of old bone tissue.

The formation of active multinucleated osteoclasts (1) (os-
teoclastogenesis) is also strongly influenced by mechanical
stimuli, which can be seen from Figure 4 (b), where the sta-
tionary states of MNOC versus dynamic loading are plotted.

Discussion

The bone remodelling process and its controlling factors are
not yet fully understood, especially at the cellular level, despite
great advances in the last decade. It is critical to be able to predict
the response of bone to varying conditions, both mechanical (e.g.,
after joint implants) and biological (e.g., after hormonal) changes.
There are currently more than twenty models (not all of them are
mentioned) that are used to simulate bone remodelling but are
still not sufficient. However, they can be used for a better under-
standing of various concrete aspects related to bone remodelling,
for example, endochondral ossification, role of microdamage in
bone remodelling, pharmacological responses or histomorpho-
metric indices. A vast majority of these models, except for the
biochemical models18,40,41, the mathematical model of Rat-
tanakul42, the reaction-diffusion models43, and the optimisation
model44,45, are based solely on mechanical stimuli46-53 and do not
take into account dynamic stimuli. The model presented here
combines both of these features. Moreover, the positivity of all
concentrations is ensured for all physiological strains in human

bone and the correct ratios of all the involved cell types (e.g. ap-
prox. 5% of OB) are predicted. The model parameters are realis-
tic and measurable, at least in principle. There is exactly one
positive stationary solution for the determined set of parameters
which is asymptotically stable, and “exercise’’ (higher dynamic
load) has positive effect on osteogenesis (bone formation exceeds
resorption). Since the model describes the influence of dynamic
loading on reaction rates, it allows for one to study the effects of
the frequency of the applied loading on the bone remodelling
process. Also, in the case of no mechanical stimuli (e.g., femur
in cast), the bone density is not predicted to drop to zero. The
model also distinguishes between bone being resorbed (Old_B)
and bone tissue being formed (New_B) after a certain time. This
distinction ensures that newly created bone tissue cannot be re-
modelled until it is fully developed (becoming New_B), which
is consistent with the current understanding of bone remodelling.

The RANKL-RANK-OPG chain is frequently considered as
one of the most important biochemical controls of the bone re-
modelling process, however there might be some other substan-
tial mechanisms controlling the bone remodelling process54.
Direct cellular contact between osteoclast precursors and stromal
cells is needed for osteoclastogenesis55. This contact is mediated
by receptors on osteoclasts, their precursor RANK, and the ligand
RANKL on osteoblasts56,57. Osteoprotegerin (OPG) binds with
higher affinity to RANK, which inhibits the receptor-ligand in-
teraction, and reduces osteoclastogenesis12. Thus, the rise in OPG
concentration results in a smaller number of resorbing osteoclasts
(MNOC), which leads to higher bone tissue density. If it was ac-
cepted that a higher molar concentration of OPG led to a decrease
in RANKL-RANK bonds, then the results shown on Figure 4 (a)
would show the same qualitative behaviour. Moreover, Rubin
discovered that dynamic loading down-regulates osteoclastic for-
mation3, which is also consistent with Figure 4 (b). This predicted

Figure 4. (a) A qualitative influence of OPG on bone density. β1 decreases if the concentration/number of receptor-ligand bonds RANKL-
RANK decreases. The rise of osteoprotegerin causes such a change. (b) Predicted dependence of osteoclast concentration (in stationary states)
on dynamic loading.
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outcome can be considered as a form of validation.
Frost summarised his long-term observations from clinical

praxis into a diagram showing the response of bone remodel-
ling to mechanical stimuli10. He distinguished between com-
pression and extension and expected a different bone response.
Currently, it is known that dynamic loading is crucial for bone
remodelling rather than static loading2,9,12. If this fact is ac-
cepted, then there cannot be any considerable difference be-
tween extension and compression since in everyday activities,
such as walking and running, one process follows the other,
and Figure 2 shows the same response that Frost observed.

In the presented model, there is no explicit dependence on
several factors that strongly influence resorption, such as PTH,
vitamin D, prostaglandins, and interleukins but it may be added,
see below. However, these factors all signal the osteoblast cells,
which appear to translate each signal into an appropriate
RANKL or OPG output to control osteoclast development and,
thus, resorption12. There is also a limitation in the application of
our model to the scale of the desired results. Since the presented
model is a concentration model, it cannot be used arbitrarily.
The limitation is, of course, in the spatial precision of results.
The minimal volume unit (finite element, or FE) should be suf-
ficiently large to contain enough of all the substances entering
the reaction schemes (1)-(5), namely MNOCs and OBs. It surely
cannot be used on the length scales of BMU where it is no longer
guaranteed that any MNOC is present. There are approximately
107 BMU in a human skeleton present at any moment (see sec-
tion 3) and, because bones have a total volume of 1.75l, there is
BMU per 0.175 mm3 on average at any moment. In other words,
the presented model cannot be used for length scales smaller

than and we recommend that it is not used at

length scales below .
The presented model can be implemented in any FEM model

of bone (the parameters were set for human femur) and thus be
used for predictions of distribution of bone density. The response
of bone remodelling to changing environment, both mechanical
(including effects of frequency) and biochemical, can be simu-
lated and possible treatments can be proposed58. These simula-
tions can be obtained when in each finite element the differential
equations (9)-(13) are solved with site specific dynamic strains
as input parameters (we assume a premixed, ideally stirred mix-
ture of substances; further, the processes are considered to be
isothermal at body temperature). These dynamic strains can be
computed from balance of forces and momentum acting on bone
(for example, muscle forces and forces acting on femur head
can be used from59). Our ongoing applications of the model in-
clude simulations of the 3D geometries of the femur and verte-
brae (FEM models).The preliminary results are encouraging and
show the correct density distribution for the human femur com-
pared to frontal plane slices of the human femur in anatomical
atlases or for example46. Moreover, the effects of RANKL, OPG,
PTH, estradiol, and NO on bone remodelling have been added
to the presented model58. Because these effects are translated
into an appropriate RANKL or OPG parameters, the number of
bonds, RR, manages their impact. It enables a more precise for-

0.175 mm3 
3

0.5 mm3 ≅ 0.8 mm 
3

mulation of the bone remodelling model and increases the ap-
plicability of the model to bone related diseases as can be seen
in58. Moreover, it also considers microcracks which were found
important in bone remodelling process60. Kurata et al. showed
that higher microcrack density leads to higher RANKL levels
at the site61 which is now included in the model.
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Appendix A - List of parameters

Appendix B - Stationary solution and its stability

To have a concept of solution behaviour, it is useful to ex-
amine the existence and stability of stationary solutions. If the
rate of forward reaction is assumed to be much greater than
the backward rate (k+α >>k-α, ∀α ⇔ the forward reactions pre-
dominate over the backward ones), it will be possible to find
a fixed point. Moreover, if we realize that all normalised con-
centration (ni) should be positive (therefore stationary solutions
are too) then there is exactly one positive stationary solution
of the system (9)-(13):

where n̄i are positive normalised concentrations in a stationary
state for the parameter values from the list of parameters (A.1)).

δ1 = 4,  δ3 = 2,  δ4 =  = δ5,

,

β1 = 0.6,  β3 = 

JOld_B = JNew_B = 2.610-4, J3 = 

llν = -1.22 10-14

J5,

, β6 = 1.05,  β8 = , β11 = 1,  β14 = 

1
7

mol
l

mol
l

1
2000

1
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, l2ν = 3.09 10-19

,l3ν = -3.49 10-17

l5ν = 5.44 10-19

mol
l

mol
l

.mol
l

, l4ν = -1.39 10-17

(A.1)

nMCELL = 1/2   -β1 +    -β1
2 + 4    

-D1+J3+J14 (
nOld_B = 1/2   − (β3 + nMCELL ) +    (β3 + nMCELL )2 + 4 (J14 − D2)

Sum1 = 1/2   (β8 + β6−nOld_B ) +    (β8 − (β6−nOld_B ))2 + 4

(

New_B = 1/2    (β14 + Sum2 ) −    (β14 − Sum1 )2 + 4 

nOsteoid = Sum2 − New_B

nOB = Sum1 − Sum2.

(

)
(

Sum2 = 1/2   (β11 + Sum1 ) −    (β11 −  Sum1 )2 + 4(
)

)δ1

J14−D3 
δ3

)J14−D4 
δ4

)J14−D5 
δ5

(B.1)
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The stability of this fixed point (with parameter values from
(A.1)) is guaranteed by Poincare-Ljapunov theorem. Firstly, a
substitution xi=ni–n̄i transforms the system (9)-(13) into a new
one ẋ=Ax+B(t)x+f(t,x) that has a fixed point equal to zero. If
we carry out this substitution, we find out that B(t), i.e. 

ẋ=Ax+f(t,x)
where f(t,x)=f(x) (the original system was autonomous) and
f(t) is a polynomial of the second order which is continuous,

Lipschitz in x, and since all the linear terms are

included in Ax. Finally, for parameter values from the list of
parameters (A.1) the matrix A has all its eigenvalues real and
negative. Thus, all the assumptions of Poincare-Ljapunov the-
orem are fulfilled and the stationary solution (B.1) is an as-
ymptotically stable fixed point.
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